CAMPUS TOUR

The University of Padova organizes for international students enrolled in the first year, in-person campus visits consisting of an outdoor-only walking tour with a currently enrolled student. Walking tours last approximately 1 hour. These tours will give you the opportunity to see directly the most relevant didactic and administrative facilities. You will also have the chance to see study rooms, canteens, libraries and other important sites for your university life in Padua.

Give a look at the different options down below and **book your tour** clicking here: [https://forms.gle/E4SukrSPSw1jpZUs8](https://forms.gle/E4SukrSPSw1jpZUs8)

We kindly remind you that, in the interest of public safety and your well-being, campus visits are being hosted on a limited basis: max 15 persons for each tour selected according to a chronological order.

**Tour #1**

*City Centre 1*

Many departments in the field of arts and social sciences are located in the city centre, as well as most of the places of interest of the city.
Starting point: Study room Tito Livio
Ending point: Cultural Centre San Gaetano
Duration: 1 h (non-stop walk)
Distance: 4 km
Timetable: each Wednesday and Friday from 29th September to 29th October at 9.30

Tour stops
1. Study room Tito Livio (Galleria Tito Livio 7)
2. Study room Marsala (via Marsala 15)
3. Canteen Pio X (via Bonporti 20)
4. Department of Historical and Geographic Sciences and the Ancient World (via del Vescovado 30)
5. Department of Cultural Heritage: Archaeology and History of Art, Cinema and Music (Palazzo Liviano, piazza Capitaniato 7)
6. Department of Philosophy, Sociology, Education and Applied Psychology (piazza Capitaniato 3)
7. Library of Philosophy (piazza Capitaniato 3)
8. Library of Ancient Science, Art and Music (Palazzo Liviano, piazza Capitaniato 5)
9. Piazza dei Signori (square)
10. Piazza delle Erbe (square)
11. Piazza dei Frutti (square)
12. Library “Beato Pellegrino” of literary, linguistic, pedagogical studies (via Beato Pellegrino 28)
13. Department of Linguistic and Literary Studies (piazzetta Gianfranco Folena 1)
14. Cultural centre Altinate San Gaetano (via Altinate 71)

Bus Stop and Tram
Aula studio Tito Livio - unipd Bus Stop: A, AT, ATL, DP, M, T, TL, U03, U05, U11, U12, U13, U14, U16, U22, U88
Beato Pellegrino 15 Bus Stop: U09, U11
Dante Milano Bus Stop: U09
Livio r Tram Stop

Bike Sharing
GoodBike Padova - stazione Altinate
Tour #2
City Centre 2

Starting point: Palazzo Bo
Ending point: Centro Culturale San Gaetano
Duration: about 1 hr (non-stop walk)
Distance: 4 km
Timetable: each Wednesday and Friday from 29th September to 29th October at 11.00

Tour stops

1. Palazzo Bo
2. Department of Private Law and Critique of Law (via 8 Febbraio 2)
3. Department of Public, International and Community Law (via 8 Febbraio 2)
4. Library of Law studies, Public Law (via 8 Febbraio 2)
5. Library of Law studies, Private Law (via 8 Febbraio 2)
6. Piazza delle Erbe (square)
7. Piazza dei Signori (square)
8. Piazza dei Frutti (square)
9. Department of Political Science, Law, and International Studies (via del Santo 28)
10. Library of Political Sciences “Ettore Anchieri” (via del Santo 28)
11. Department of Economics and Management (via del Santo 33)
12. Study room Tito Livio (Galleria Tito Livio 7)
13. Study room Galilei (via Galilei 42)
14. Department of Statistical Sciences (via Battisti 241)
15. Library of Statistical Sciences (via Cesare Battisti 241)
16. Canteen Belzoni (via Belzoni 146)
17. Study room Jappelli (via Jappelli 9)
18. Cultural Centre Altinate San Gaetano (via Altinate 71)

**Bus Stop**
Livio r Tram Stop
Morgagni 36 Bus Stop: U04, U05, U06, U09, U14, U15, U19, U24, U42, U43
Ponti Romani r Tram Stop
Piazza delle Erbe 14 Bus Stop: DP

**Bike Sharing**
GoodBike Padova - stazione Altinate
Tour #3
Piovego Area

“Piovego” is the name of the river that flows in this area, where the scientific departments are located.

Starting point: Cultural Centre San Gaetano
Ending point: Cultural Centre San Gaetano
Duration: about 1 hr (non-stop walk)
Distance: 4 km
Timetable: each Tuesday and Thursday from 28th September to 28th October at 14.00

Tour Stops
1. Cultural Centre Altinate San Gaetano (via Altinate 71)
2. Study room Jappelli (via Jappelli 9)
3. Study room “Pollaio” (via Giambattista Belzoni 7)
4. SCUP (via Belzoni 84)
5. ESU Canteen Belzoni (via Giambattista Belzoni 146)
6. Student Service Office - Fees and Scholarships (via portello 19)
7. Student Service Office - Guidance and Tutoring (via del Portello 19)
8. Student Service Office - Inclusion (via del Portello 23)
9. Project and mobility office, mobility unit (via del Portello 29)
10. Department of Geosciences (via Gradenigo 6)
11. Department of Industrial Engineering (via Gradenigo 6/a)
12. Department of Information Engineering (via Gradenigo 6/b)
13. Global Engagement Office – Palazzo Anselmi (Via Lungargine Piovego 1)
14. Career Service Office (Via Lungargine Piovego 2)
15. Department of Developmental Psychology and Socialisation (via Venezia 8)
16. Library “Metelli” (via Venezia 12/2)
17. Enrollment Office (Via Venezia 13)
18. Department of Biology (via Ugo Bassi 58/b)
19. Department of Biomedical Sciences (via Ugo Bassi 58/B)
20. RistorEsu Canteen Nord Piovego (Via G. Colombo 1)
21. Department of Mathematics (via Trieste 63)
22. Department of Chemical Sciences (via Marzolo 1)
23. Department of Pharmaceutical and Pharmacological Sciences (via Marzolo 5)
24. Department of Physics and Astronomy (via Marzolo 8)
25. Department of Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering (via Marzolo 9)
26. Cultural Centre Altinate San Gaetano (via Altinate 71)

**Bus Stops:**
Via Tommaseo/FieraBus Stop 53E, 67E, DP, U07, U10
Belzoni 129Bus Stop U09, U15, U42
Belzoni 14Bus Stop U09, U15, U42
Fiat - PadovaBus Stop 101
Morgagni 36Bus Stop U04, U05, U06, U09, U14, U15, U19, U24, U42, U43

**Bike sharing:**
GoodBike Padova - stazione Altinate
GoodBike Padova - stazione Tribunale
GoodBike Padova - stazione Fiere
Tour #4

Hospitals Area

This area is particularly interesting for the students of Medicine. Some of the places in the Piovego area will be seen, too.

Starting point: St. Anthony’s Church
Ending point: RistorEsu Canteen Nord Piovego
Duration: about 1 hr (non-stop walk)
Distance: 4 km
Timetable: each Tuesday and Thursday from 28th September to 28 October at 15.30

Tour stops
1. St. Anthony’s Church (Piazza del Santo, 11)
2. Department of Molecular Medicine (via Gabelli, 63)
3. Library of Medicine “Vincenzo Pinali” (via Giustiniani 2)
4. Department of Medicine (via Giustiniani 2)
5. Department of Cardiac, Thoracic, Vascular Sciences and Public Health (via Giustiniani 2)
6. Department of Surgery, Oncology and Gastroenterology (via Giustiniani 2)
7. Department of Neuroscience (via Giustiniani 2)
8. Department of Women’s and Children’s Health (via Giustiniani 3)
9. Study room Jappelli (via Giuseppe Jappelli 9)
10. Study room Pollaio (via Giambattista Belzoni 7)
11. SCUP (via Giambattista Belzoni 84)
12. ESU Canteen Belzoni (via Giambattista Belzoni 146)
13. Student Service Office - Fees and Scholarships (via portello 19)
14. Student Service Office - Guidance and Tutoring (Via del Portello 19)
15. Student Service Office - Inclusion (Via del Portello 23)
16. Project and mobility office, mobility unit (Via del Portello 29)
17. Global Engagement Office – Palazzo Anselmi (Via Lungargine Piovego 1)
18. Career Service Office (Via Lungargine Piovego 2)
19. Enrollment Office (Via Venezia 13)
20. RistorEsu Canteen Nord Piovego (Via G. Colombo 1)

Bike Sharing:
GoodBike Padova - stazione Altinate
GoodBike Padova - stazione Fiere

Bus Stop:
Morgagni 36Bus Stop U04, U05, U06, U09, U14, U15, U19, U24, U42, U43
Padova OspedaleBus Stop 55E
Belzoni 129Bus Stop U09, U15, U42
Tommaseo 114 (ang. via Venezia)Bus Stop DP, U07, U10